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About This Game
Djilyaro is a short, first-person psychedelic game. In a strange place you awake with one goal, to find all the pieces and to be set
free of this strange island. Although the closer you get to completion the stranger things become.
Features:
- First Person Game
- Psychedelic Environment
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Title: Djilyaro
Genre: Indie
Developer:
HoneyBeeSoftware
Publisher:
HoneyBeeSoftware
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2017
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5, 2.8+ GHZ
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 570, AMD Radeon 6870, or equivalent
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 2 GB available space
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Like eating too many mushrooms except this game ends before the vomiting.. played out in 0.1h, that's not worth an euro. not
even makes fun. played out in 0.1h, that's not worth an euro. not even makes fun. I was high as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and
this game was amazing. suuuuuper creepy game. I love it. 10\/10. I was high as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and this game was
amazing
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What a mess. This isn't even really a game. More like a "developer's" first attempt at programming something. Game can't even
maintain its framerate at points, and becomes nearly unplayable. This would be an excellent free demo on itch.io as something
maybe in someone's portfolio, but not a paid game on Steam. Hell, even putting it in your portfolio might do more harm than
good.. very boring game, walking simulator with no effort added from dev. Silly
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 really. Not many other ways to describe it. At least they provided an
epilepsy warning.
Positive review for now as I actually felt something whilst playing it, which doesn't often happen for me with games at this price
range. But it was over all too soon - hit 2 FPS so never got to finish it.
Reviewed in The Steaming Pile #3:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0HBQ7WGSvVE. intresting game my eyes are still adjusting at first your like allright
easy game so far nothing special just collecting pieces like a boss wrecking the game. yea thats just what i thought 1 piece ago,
wtf are thoes things i thought should i run? should i walk up to it? well i figure why not just walk my self right on up thinking
hmm thats probally a nice person. ha, haha i was wrong. 2 seconds later WTF rage mode turns on and im like ok what do i do
here i cant see my eyes are confused do i collect the clickie things? i walked for like 10 mins looking for the clickie and finally i
see the darckness that awaits me, what a relief now i can move on.
game restarts. ok i do everything again running from the dudes making a terriable screeching noise that doesnt stop until you are
far enough away that they just give up, anyway collected like 6 pieces and finally i just couldnt see anything anymore and just
let the dudes kill me only becuase finding the next piece was going to take a long time, when you look for a piece and it looks
like a huge blur and was very hard to find but i enjoyed the trippieness of the game and would recommend. 10\/10 cant change
mouse sensitivity, cant change graphics, clicking escape takes you to desktop, no save point, probally gonna win game of the
year honestly so hop on that bandwagon and add to cart gg everyone who reads this. take it easy gonna miss ya, say hi to mom
for me shes been feeling down, bekie told me, anyway have a good one.. intresting game my eyes are still adjusting at first your
like allright easy game so far nothing special just collecting pieces like a boss wrecking the game. yea thats just what i thought 1
piece ago, wtf are thoes things i thought should i run? should i walk up to it? well i figure why not just walk my self right on up
thinking hmm thats probally a nice person. ha, haha i was wrong. 2 seconds later WTF rage mode turns on and im like ok what
do i do here i cant see my eyes are confused do i collect the clickie things? i walked for like 10 mins looking for the clickie and
finally i see the darckness that awaits me, what a relief now i can move on.
game restarts. ok i do everything again running from the dudes making a terriable screeching noise that doesnt stop until you are
far enough away that they just give up, anyway collected like 6 pieces and finally i just couldnt see anything anymore and just
let the dudes kill me only becuase finding the next piece was going to take a long time, when you look for a piece and it looks
like a huge blur and was very hard to find but i enjoyed the trippieness of the game and would recommend. 10\/10 cant change
mouse sensitivity, cant change graphics, clicking escape takes you to desktop, no save point, probally gonna win game of the
year honestly so hop on that bandwagon and add to cart gg everyone who reads this. take it easy gonna miss ya, say hi to mom
for me shes been feeling down, bekie told me, anyway have a good one.. What a mess. This isn't even really a game. More like a
"developer's" first attempt at programming something. Game can't even maintain its framerate at points, and becomes nearly
unplayable. This would be an excellent free demo on itch.io as something maybe in someone's portfolio, but not a paid game on
Steam. Hell, even putting it in your portfolio might do more harm than good.. Like eating too many mushrooms except this
game ends before the vomiting.. suuuuuper creepy game. I love it. 10\/10. Silly
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 really. Not many other ways to describe it. At least they provided an
epilepsy warning.
Positive review for now as I actually felt something whilst playing it, which doesn't often happen for me with games at this price
range. But it was over all too soon - hit 2 FPS so never got to finish it.
Reviewed in The Steaming Pile #3:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0HBQ7WGSvVE. very boring game, walking simulator with no effort added from dev
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